Gamut®

SEATING

Accommodate every space, and any need.
From the executive office to the reception area, the fully functional, yet wildly affordable family
of Gamut seating has you covered. The generous proportions and customizable comfort controls
deliver ergonomic support to a wide range of users. With a selection of hundreds of popular
HON textiles to choose from, Gamut looks right at home in any type of setting. The softly curved
loop arms and contoured back bring lasting comfort to these executive, task and guest chairs.

1. PNEUMATIC LIFT
Allows the user to easily move the seat up
and down to reduce pressure on the
legs and improve circulation.

FIXED ARMS
Each Gamut chair comes standard with
soft urethane arms to provide upper
body support, while reducing stress on
neck and shoulders.

2. 360-SWIVEL
Provides freedom of movement in any
direction, and promotes adjustment and
comfort throughout the day.
3. CENTER-TILT
Reclines the chair from a point at the center
of the seat, allowing the user to
comfortably recline.
4. BACK DEPTH
Easily move the backrest forward or
back to adapt to users of various heights.
5. TILT TENSION
Adjusts the resistance when reclining to
accommodate individual’s weight and work
styles.

CONTROL OPTIONS
With adjustments for customizable
comfort such as adjustable height,
adjustable seat depth, swivel/tilt,
and more, it’s easy to deliver support
right where you need it.
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TILT / TILT TENSION
Adjust the seat and
back to a reclined
position with using
the tilt control. The
tilt tension control
adjusts the amount
of resistance felt
during recline.

6. TILT LOCK
Locks the chair in an upright position for
constant back support when not reclining.

HIGH-BACK EXECUTIVE CHAIR

MID-BACK TASK CHAIR

TILT LOCK/
PNEUMATIC LIFT
Tilt lock keeps the
chair in an upright
position for constant
support. Pneumatic
lift raises and lowers
the seat to the
desired height.

GUEST CHAIR
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